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FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS FOR GENERATORS OF SYMMETRIC
CONTRACTION SEMIGROUPS
ANDREA CARBONARO AND OLIVER DRAGICˇEVIC´
Abstract. We prove that every generator of a symmetric contraction semigroup on
a σ-finite measure space admits, for 1 < p < ∞, a Ho¨rmander-type holomorphic
functional calculus on Lp in the sector of angle φ∗p = arcsin |1 − 2/p|. The obtained
angle is optimal.
1. Introduction
Suppose that (Ω, ν) is a σ-finite measure space. Let A be a nonnegative, possibly
unbounded, self-adjoint operator on L2(Ω, ν), and let {Pλ} be the spectral resolution
of the identity for which
Af =
∫ ∞
0
λdPλf, f ∈ D(A) .
If m is a bounded Borel function on [0,∞) then, by the spectral theorem, the operator
m(A)f =
∫ ∞
0
m(λ) dPλf, f ∈ L2(Ω, ν) ,
is bounded on L2(Ω, ν). If m(A) extends to a bounded operator on Lp(Ω, ν) for some
p ∈ [1,∞], we say that m is a Lp spectral multiplier for A. We denote by Mp(A) the
class of all Lp spectral multipliers for A.
We shall always assume that A is the generator of a symmetric contraction semi-
group, i.e., we always assume that the semigroup (exp(−tA))t>0 satisfies the contraction
property:
‖ exp(−tA)f‖p 6 ‖f‖p , f ∈ L2(Ω, ν) ∩ Lp(Ω, ν) ,
whenever t > 0 and 1 6 p 6∞.
An interesting and challenging problem consists in characterizing the class Mp(A)
when 1 < p <∞. This question is still open, even for the Euclidean Laplacian [24, 26].
It is well known that Mp(A) depends on the generator A, the measure space (Ω, ν) and
the index p [36, 37, 27, 12, 25, 15].
In this paper we pursue the study of “universal” multiplier theorems; namely, for
every p ∈ (1,∞) we are looking for conditions on m which imply that m ∈ Mp(A) for
all generators A of symmetric contraction semigroups. The first universal multiplier
theorem was proved by E. M. Stein, who showed that if m is of Laplace transform type
then m ∈ Mp(A) for all generators A of Markovian semigroups and every p ∈ (1,∞)
[47, Corollary 3, p. 121]. Conditions on m which imply that m ∈ Mp(A) are often
expressed in terms of “regularity” of the multiplier.
For every φ ∈ (0, pi/2] consider the sector
Sφ = {z ∈ C \ {0} : | arg z| < φ} ,
and denote by H∞(Sφ) the algebra of all bounded holomorphic functions on Sφ. By
Fatou’s theorem, every m ∈ H∞(Sφ) admits a nontangential limit almost everywhere
1
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on the boundary of Sφ. By a slight abuse of notation, if m ∈ H∞(Sφ) we use the same
symbol m to denote its extension to the closure Sφ. We assume that m is defined at
zero, so that we will be able to consider noninjective generators.
For every J ∈ [0,∞) we denote by H∞(Sφ;J) the class of all functions in H∞(Sφ)
which satisfy the Mihlin–Ho¨rmander condition of order J on the boundary of Sφ. Ex-
plicitly, fix a smooth function ψ : R→ [0, 1] supported in (1/4, 4) and such that ψ = 1
on [1/2, 2]. Let HJ(R) denote the usual L2-Sobolev space of order J . Then
H∞(Sφ;J) = {m ∈ H∞(Sφ) : ‖m‖φ;J <∞},
where
‖m‖φ;J = sup
R>0
∥∥∥ψm(eiφR ·)∥∥∥
HJ (R)
+ sup
R>0
∥∥∥ψm(e−iφR ·)∥∥∥
HJ(R)
.
It is known that H∞(Sφ;J) endowed with the norm ‖ · ‖φ;J is a Banach space and that
H∞(Sφ) ⊂ H∞(Sψ;J) as Banach spaces, for all φ > ψ and J > 0.
It has been known for a while that generators of symmetric contraction semigroups
have a bounded holomorphic functional calculus on Lp in sectors of angle smaller than
pi/2. More precisely, for every p ∈ (1,∞) there exists an angle ϑp ∈ (0, pi/2) such that
if ϑ > ϑp and m ∈ H∞(Sϑ), then m ∈Mp(A) and there exists C(p, ϑ) > 0 such that
‖m(A)‖p 6 C(p, ϑ) (‖m‖ϑ;0 + |m(0)|) . (1)
Indeed, M. Cowling [13] improved Stein’s universal multiplier theorem by showing that
ϑp = φ
C
p = pi
∣∣∣∣1p − 12
∣∣∣∣
suffices for all generators of symmetric contraction semigroups. In the special case
when A generates a sub-Markovian semigroup, Cowling’s result has been improved by
P. C. Kunstmann and Zˇ. Sˇtrkalj [31] who showed that φCp can be replaced by
φKSˇp =
pi
2
∣∣∣∣1p − 12
∣∣∣∣+ (1− ∣∣∣∣1p − 12
∣∣∣∣) arcsin |p− 2|2p− |p− 2| .
Recently C. Kriegler [30, Remark 2] extended this result to generators of symmetric
contraction semigroups.
For every p ∈ (1,∞) define
φ∗p = arcsin
∣∣∣∣1− 2p
∣∣∣∣ . (2)
Note that 0 < φ∗p < φ
KSˇ
p < φ
C
p whenever p 6= 2. Interestingly, φ∗p relates to the angle of
analyticity on Lp of all symmetric contraction semigroups. Indeed, as a consequence of
a more general result by Kriegler [30, Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 6.2], any symmetric
contraction semigroup is contractive and holomorphic on Lp in the sector Spi/2−φ∗p (see
Proposition 3).
It is known that for some specific generators the angle φ∗p suffices. For example,
Laplacians on Euclidean spaces and, more generally, Laplace–Beltrami operators on
doubling Riemannian manifolds whose heat kernels satisfy gaussian estimates admit a
Ho¨rmander-type functional calculus [27], [21, Theorem 3.1], [42, Theorem 7.23]. Con-
sequently these operators have a bounded holomorphic functional calculus on Lp in any
sector. It is also known that φ∗p suffices for Laplace–Beltrami operators on symmetric
spaces of noncompact type [12, 46, 2, 1] and, more generally, on manifolds with bounded
geometry and optimal L2 spectral gap [51, 34, 52]. However, all of the results above
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entail estimates of the Lp norms of the multipliers which depend on the dimension of
the underlying space, while universal multiplier theorems give dimension-free estimates
as in (1).
The given examples involve Riemannian manifolds where the volume of balls satisfies
the doubling property at least for small radii. The problem of reducing the angle φKSˇp
for Laplacians on (weighted) manifolds that are not locally doubling seems to be more
difficult to solve, even with dimension-dependent estimates. Indeed, to the best of
our knowledge, the only example studied and well understood in this framework is the
symmetric finite-dimensional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck operator, i.e., the weighted Laplacian
LOU = ∆Rn + x · ∇Rn
on the Euclidean space Rn endowed with the Gaussian measure
dγn(x) = (2pi)
−n/2e−|x|
2/2 dx.
In [23, Theorem 1] and [33, Theorem 1.2] it was proved that φ∗p suffices for LOU . This
was extended in [45] to the Laguerre operators and in [9] to certain perturbations of
LOU . The proofs in [23, 33] rely heavily on properties of the particular operator in
question. In particular, the authors use an explicit formula for the heat kernel with
complex time for LOU (Mehler formula) and, combining it with a change of variable
in time and a stationary phase argument, they prove that for every p > 1 there exists
C(n, p) > 0 such that
‖LisOU‖B(Lp(Rn,γn)) 6 C(n, p) eφ
∗
p|s| (3)
for all s ∈ R. By a result of Meda (see Propositions 5 and 7), the estimate above
implies that for every J > 1 there exists C˜(n, p, J) > 0 such that if m ∈ H∞(Sφ∗p ;J),
then
‖m(LOU )‖B(Lp(Rn,γn)) 6 C˜(n, p, J)
(
‖m‖φ∗p;J + |m(0)|
)
. (4)
The estimates in (3) and (4) depend on the dimension of the underlying space, Rn. This
is rather unpleasant, since it does not provide any information on the functional cal-
culus for infinite-dimensional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck operators, i.e., Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
operators on Wiener spaces.
Main result. Few years ago, G. Mauceri and S. Meda remarked to the first named
author of the present paper that φ∗p could be the optimal angle in the universal multiplier
theorem for generators of symmetric contraction semigroups. The aim of this paper
is to confirm this supposition by showing that, for every generator of a symmetric
contraction semigroup, the angle φKSˇp can be replaced by φ
∗
p. Namely, we prove the
following result. First let us introduce the notation p∗ = max{p, p/(p − 1)} for p > 1.
Theorem 1 (Multiplier theorem). For every generator A of a symmetric contraction
semigroup on a σ-finite measure space (Ω, ν), every p ∈ (1,∞), J > 3/2 and m ∈
H∞(Sφ∗p ;J), the operator m(A) extends to a bounded operator on L
p(Ω, ν), and there
exists C(J) > 0 such that
‖m(A)‖B(Lp(Ω,ν)) 6 C(J) (p∗ − 1)9/4 log p∗
(
‖m‖φ∗p;J + |m(0)|
)
.
In short, generators of symmetric contraction semigroups admit a Ho¨rmander-type
holomorphic functional calculus of order J > 3/2 in the sector Sφ∗p . We remark that,
independently of the order of the Ho¨rmander condition, the angle φ∗p in Theorem 1 is
sharp, since it is optimal for the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck operator LOU ; see [23, Theorem
2] and [25, Theorem 2.2].
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Consequences of the multiplier theorem. Apart from improving the aforemen-
tioned results of Stein [47], Cowling [13] and Kunstmann and Sˇtrkalj [31], our multiplier
theorem in particular applies to the (finite as well as infinite-dimensional) Ornstein–
Uhlenbeck operator and, because we get dimension-free estimates, it improves mul-
tiplier theorems in [23, 33]. However, the result in [33] requires a weaker order of
differentiability of the multiplier, namely J > 1.
By combining Theorem 1 with the techniques developed by Cowling in [13, Section
3] we improve his maximal theorems [13, Theorems 7 and 8]. The precise formulation
of this statement is contained in Theorem 12. This theorem, together with a standard
argument of Stein [47, pp. 72–82], in turn leads to new results concerning pointwise
convergence exp(−zA)f → f as z → 0 in the closed sector Sφ, for 0 6 φ < φp; see
Corollary 13 for a concise statement.
By Theorem 1 and [14, Corollary 6.7] we obtain the following square-function es-
timates. Let φ > φ∗p and v,C > 0. Suppose that ψ ∈ H∞(Sφ) satisfies |ψ(ζ)| 6
C|ζ|v/(1 + |ζ|2)v for all ζ ∈ Sφ. Then∥∥∥∥∥
(∫ ∞
0
|ψ(tA)f(·)|2 dt
t
)1/2∥∥∥∥∥
p
6 C(p, φ)‖f‖p , f ∈ Lp(Ω, ν) .
We also mention that Theorem 1 combined with [28, Theorem 6.5] implies that,
for 1 < p < ∞ and 0 < α < pi/(2φ∗p), the operator Aαp has the so-called maximal
Lq-regularity for all 1 < q < ∞; see, for example, [28] and [31, Section 4]. Moreover,
by combining Theorem 1 with [28, Theorem 5.3], we deduce that A is R-sectorial on
Lp(Ω, ν) of angle φ∗p. We refer the reader to [28] and the references therein for a detailed
discussion about Rademacher boundedness and some of its consequences.
Outline of the proof. Our approach consists of proving suitable Lp estimates of
imaginary powers of A (Proposition 11) which will then, through a theorem of Meda
(Propositions 5 and 7), imply the multiplier theorem. In order to prove the estimates
of the imaginary powers we first derive a bilinear embedding theorem with complex
time (Theorem 9).
Theorem 9 is proven by studying monotonicity properties of the heat flow associated
with a particular Bellman function defined by Nazarov and Treil [38]. This reduces
the problem to proving new convexity properties of the Bellman function in question
(Theorem 15).
The proof of Theorem 9 can be viewed, on one hand, as an extension of the Bellman
function technique, widely known since the mid 1990s when it was introduced in har-
monic analysis by Nazarov, Treil and Volberg in the first preprint version of their paper
[39] and afterwards employed in a large number of papers, of which the closest ones to
our approach are [43, 41, 18, 19, 20, 10]. On the other hand, it may be considered as
an extension of the heat flow method used by Bakry [3] for proving analyticity proper-
ties of symmetric diffusion semigroups. When studying the heat flow associated with
the Bellman function, we put emphasis on encompassing complex times and obtaining,
apart from the monotonicity, also quantitative estimates of the flow’s derivative.
Let us, for the reader’s convenience, put down a scheme summarizing the mutual
dependence of the results in this paper:
Bellman function properties
Heat flow
}
⇒ Bilinear embedding⇒ Estimates of ‖Ais‖p
Theorem of Meda
}
⇒ Multiplier theorem
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At the end let us mention that, for all we know, Bellman functions have so far never
been used for the purpose of proving general spectral multiplier theorems. We plan to
further extend this method, in particular to analogue problems on UMD spaces.
Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce much of the notation and
invoke some of the basic objects and known results that will be used in the rest of
the paper, among them the theorem of Meda about imaginary powers. In Section 3 we
formulate the bilinear embedding theorem (Theorem 9) and show that it, together with
Meda’s result, implies the multiplier theorem (Theorem 1). The rest of the paper is
then devoted to establishing Theorem 9. The main idea utilized to that end is presented
in Section 4. In Section 5 we define the Bellman function of Nazarov and Treil and
formulate the crucial convexity property that this function satisfies (Theorem 15). This
property is verified in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we complete the proof of the
bilinear embedding and thus of the multiplier theorem.
2. Preparation
Given two quantities A and B, we adopt the convention whereby A.B means that
there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that A 6 CB. If both A.B and B .A,
then we write A ∼ B. If {λ1, . . . , λn} is a set of parameters, C(λ1, . . . , λn) denotes a
constant depending only on λ1, . . . , λn. When A 6 C(λ1, . . . , λn)B, we will often write
A. λ1,...,λnB.
If B is a matrix-valued function on RN , more precisely, B : RN → RM,M , then for
ξ ∈ RN and ω ∈ RM we set
B[ξ;ω] = 〈B(ξ)ω, ω〉RM , (5)
where 〈·, ·〉RM denotes the usual scalar product in RM .
Throughout the paper, the hypotheses on (Ω, ν), A and exp(−tA) will be as specified
early in the introduction. In order to simplify the notation we set, for ℜz > 0,
Tz = exp(−zA) .
The semigroup (Tt)t>0 is strongly continuous for 1 6 p < ∞ and weak* continuous
for p = ∞. When necessary to distinguish between different p, we denote by Ap the
generator of (Tt)t>0 on L
p(Ω, ν). Furthermore, D(Ap), R(Ap) and N(Ap) will stand
for the domain, range and null-space of Ap, respectively. The following result is well
known.
Lemma 2. The orthogonal projection P0 on N(A2) is given by
P0f = lim
t→∞
Ttf , f ∈ L2(Ω, ν) .
Moreover, for every p ∈ (1,∞) the following holds:
(i) the operator P0 extends to a contractive projection on L
p(Ω, ν). In particular,
Lp(Ω, ν) = R(Ap)⊕N(Ap), where the sum is direct.
(ii) D(A2) ∩ D(Ap) is dense both in L2(Ω, ν) and Lp(Ω, ν), and D(A2) ∩ R(A2) ∩
Lp(Ω, ν) is dense in R(Ap).
For every p ∈ [1,∞], we denote the norm on Lp(Ω, ν) by ‖ · ‖p and set
q = p′ = p/(p − 1).
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By abuse of notation, if S is a bounded operator on Lp(Ω, ν), we denote its operator
norm by ‖S‖p. If ϕ ∈ Lp(Ω, ν) and ψ ∈ Lq(Ω, ν), the dual pairing between φ and ψ is
denoted by
〈ϕ,ψ〉 =
∫
Ω
ϕψ dν .
For any φ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2), we define φ∗ = pi/2 − φ; with this notation, (2) implies
φp = φq = arccos
∣∣∣∣1− 2p
∣∣∣∣ = arctan 2√p− 1|p− 2| .
This is a small abuse of notation, since we previously denoted p∗ = max{p, p/(p − 1)}
for p > 1. We however believe that the context will always make it clear whether the
asterisk is being applied to a “Lebesgue exponent” or to an “angle”.
Next result concerns analyticity on Lp of symmetric contraction semigroups, and was
first proven by Bakry [3, The`ore´me 3] for a certain class of sub-Markovian semigroups
which contains, for example, those generated by weighted Laplace–Beltrami operators
on complete manifolds. The result was than extended by Liskevich and Perelmuter [32,
Corollary 3.2] to all sub-Markovian semigroups; see also [42, Theorem 3.13]. Proposi-
tion 3 was recently obtained by Kriegler [30, Corollary 6.2], as a consequence of a more
general result on noncommutative Lp spaces. The above-mentioned results improve an
earlier estimate of this kind due to Stein [47, III, §2, Theorem 1, page 67].
Proposition 3 ([30]). For every p ∈ (1,∞), the semigroup (Tt)t>0 extends to a con-
tractive analytic semigroup on Lp(Ω, ν) in the sector Sφp.
Remark 4. By [47, p. 72], as a consequence of Proposition 3, if p ∈ (1,∞), φ ∈
(−φp, φp) and f ∈ Lp(Ω, ν), then for almost every x ∈ Ω the function t 7→ (Tteiφf)(x)
is real-analytic on (0,∞). This fact will be implicitly used in the rest of this paper.
If M ∈ L∞(R+), define its Laplace transform M˜ by the rule
M˜(λ) = λ
∫ ∞
0
M(t)e−tλ dt, ℜλ > 0 .
A prominent special case of multipliers of Laplace transform type are the imaginary
powers Ais, s ∈ R. It is well known that there is a deep relation between the growth
of the norms of imaginary powers of A and its holomorphic functional calculus on
sectors [35, Theorem 4], [14, Theorem 5.4]. In particular, we have the following result,
essentially due to Meda [35] and proved in [33, Theorem 2.1] (for the case J ∈ N we
refer the reader to [23, Theorem 2.2]).
Proposition 5. Suppose that 1 < p <∞ and that there exist constants C0, σ > 0 and
φ∗ ∈ [0, pi/2) such that∥∥Aisf∥∥
p
6 C0(1 + |s|)σeφ∗|s|‖f‖p , ∀f ∈ R(Ap) , ∀s ∈ R .
If J > σ+1 and m ∈ H∞(Sφ∗ ;J), then m(A) extends to a bounded operator on R(Ap).
Since in Theorem 1 we shall also be interested in the behavior of the Lp norm of
the multiplier m(A) with respect to p, we now briefly recall the proof of Proposition 5,
however with the distinction of tracking down the dependence on p, φ∗ and J wherever
it appears.
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For every τ ∈ (0, 1) set
mτ (t, λ) = (tλ)
τ e−tλm(λ) , t > 0, λ ∈ Sφ∗ ,
and denote by s 7−→ Msmτ the Mellin transform of mτ with respect to the second
variable. Explicitly, for t > 0,
[Msmτ ](t) =
∫ ∞
0
mτ (t, λ)λ
−is dλ
λ
, s ∈ R .
Lemma 6. Let τ ∈ (0, 1), s ∈ R, α > 0, φ∗ ∈ [0, pi/2) and m ∈ H∞(Sφ∗ ;α). Then
‖Msmτ‖L∞(R+) 6 C(α)τ−1(cosφ∗)−τ−α(1 + |s|)−αe−φ
∗|s|‖m‖φ∗;α
Proof. Suppose for a moment that α ∈ N. Then the lemma follows by modifying [35,
Theorem 4] as described in the proof of [23, Theorem 2.2]. In order to prove the lemma
for noninteger values of α, just observe that by a simple argument of interpolation
between Sobolev spaces the conclusion of [35, Theorem 4] still holds if α ∈ R+ \N. 
Following the proof of [16, Theorem 2.1] we arrive at the representation formula
m(A)f =
2τ
piΓ(τ + 1)
∫ +∞
−∞
˜[Msmτ ](A)A
isf ds , f ∈ R(Ap) , (6)
where Γ denotes the Euler’s function.
By Cowling’s multiplier theorem [13, Theorem 3], Laplace transform type multipliers
belong to Mp(A). Denote by C2 = C2(p) the best constant in
‖M˜(A)f‖p 6 C‖M‖∞‖f‖p ∀f ∈ R(Ap) ,∀M ∈ L∞(R+).
We can now easily obtain the following “quantitative” version of Proposition 5.
Proposition 7. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5,
‖m(A)f‖p 6 C1‖f‖p , f ∈ R(Ap) ,
where
C1 = C(J)C2(p) inf
τ∈(0,1)
∫ +∞
−∞
‖Msmτ‖L∞(R+) · ‖Ais‖B(Lp(R(Ap),ν)) ds (7)
is finite.
Consequently, in order to prove Theorem 1, we will first estimate the constant C2
(see Proposition 10), and then we will estimate the growth in s ∈ R of the Lp norms
of imaginary powers Ais (see Proposition 11). To this end, we will use the following
subordination formula.
For every ϑ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2), consider the positively oriented path
γϑ =
{
reiϑ : r > 0
}
.
Lemma 8. Suppose that either ψ ∈ (0, pi/2) and M ∈ H∞(Sψ), or ψ = 0 and M ∈
L∞(R+). Then, for every ϑ ∈ (−ψ,ψ) ∪ {0}, f ∈ D(A2) ∩R(A2) and g ∈ L2(Ω, ν),〈
M˜(A)f, g
〉
= 2
∫
γϑ
〈ATzf, Tzg〉 M(2z) dz .
Consequently, ∣∣∣〈M˜(A)f, g〉∣∣∣ 6 2‖M‖L∞(γϑ) ∫
γϑ
|〈ATzf, Tzg〉| d|z| .
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Proof. The lemma quickly follows from the spectral theorem, the Cauchy theorem and
the fact that on L2 we have T ∗z = Tz. 
3. Bilinear embedding and proof of the multiplier theorem
We now state a complex-time bilinear embedding theorem which is the principal tool
for proving Theorem 1.
If p ∈ (2,∞) and ε ∈ (0, 1/2) define
pε =
p− 2ε
1− ε and qε = p
′
ε =
pε
pε − 1 . (8)
Theorem 9 (Bilinear embedding). For every p ∈ (2,∞), ε ∈ (0, 1/2), φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ],
and all f ∈ Lp(Ω, ν), g ∈ Lq(Ω, ν),∫
γφ
|〈ATzf, Tzg〉| d|z| 6 30(p − 1)
ε cos φ
‖f‖p‖g‖q .
The proof of the bilinear embedding is deferred to Section 7. Here we prove some
consequences of Theorem 9, most notably Theorem 1. We first consider multipliers of
Laplace transform type and, in particular, imaginary powers.
Proposition 10. Suppose that M ∈ L∞(R+). Then, for every p ∈ (1,∞),
‖M˜ (A)f‖p 6 120(p∗ − 1)‖M‖∞‖f‖p , ∀f ∈ R(Ap) .
Proof. By duality it suffices to assume that p > 2. The lemma follows by combining
Lemma 2 (ii) with Lemma 8 and Theorem 9 applied with ϑ = φ = 0 and ε = 1/2. 
Proposition 11. For every s ∈ R, p > 1 and f ∈ R(Ap),∥∥Aisf∥∥
p
. (p∗ − 1)(1 + |s|)1/2eφ∗p|s|‖f‖p .
Moreover, for every p∗ > 3 and f ∈ R(Ap),
‖Aisf‖p. eφ∗p|s|‖f‖p
{
(p∗ − 1)(1 + |s|)−1/2 if |s| 6 2p∗√p∗ − 1/(p∗ − 2) ;√
p∗ − 1(1 + |s|)1/2 if |s| > 2p∗√p∗ − 1/(p∗ − 2) .
Proof. By duality it suffices to consider p ∈ (2,∞). Note that Ais = M˜s(A), s ∈ R,
where Ms(z) = Γ(1 − is)−1z−is for z ∈ C, ℜz > 0. Evidently Ms ∈ H∞(Sϑ) for all
ϑ ∈ (0, pi/2) and, by the asymptotic estimate |Γ(1− is)| ∼ |s|1/2 e−pi|s|/2 as |s| → ∞,
‖Ms‖L∞(γϑ) . (1 + |s|)−1/2e
pi|s|
2
+sϑ
for all ϑ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2) and s ∈ R.
Fix s ∈ R, ε ∈ (0, 1/2), r > 2 and φ ∈ [0, φrε ]. By combining Lemma 8 (applied with
ϑ = −φ sign s) with Lemma 2 (ii) and Theorem 9, we obtain∥∥Aisf∥∥
r
.
r − 1
ε cosφ
(1 + |s|)−1/2eφ∗|s|‖f‖r f ∈ R(Ar) . (9)
At this point we need to consider two cases, when |s| is large and small, respectively.
The decision on where to split is made according to the elementary inequality
φ∗pε 6 φ
∗
p +
2(p − 2)
p
√
p− 1 ε ∀p > 2, ∀ε ∈ (0, 1/2) . (10)
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Suppose first that |s| > 2p√p− 1/(p − 2). Then we apply (9) with r = p,
ε =
p
√
p− 1
p− 2 ·
1
1 + |s|
and φ = φpε . From (10) and the estimate cosφpε > cosφp = 1− 2/p, we obtain∥∥Aisf∥∥
p
.
√
p− 1(1 + |s|)1/2eφ∗p|s|‖f‖p f ∈ R(Ap) .
Suppose now that |s| 6 2p√p− 1/(p − 2). We separate further two cases:
• If 2 < p 6 3, then by interpolating the trivial L2-estimate with (9) applied with
r = 2p, φ = 0 and ε = 1/3, we obtain∥∥Aisf∥∥
p
. (p− 1)‖f‖p . (p− 1)(1 + |s|)1/2eφ∗p|s|‖f‖p f ∈ R(Ap) .
• If p > 3 then cosφpε > cosφ3 = 1/3. Therefore, by (9) applied with r = p,
ε = 1/3 and φ = φpε , and from (10), we obtain
‖Aisf‖p . (p− 1)(1 + |s|)−1/2eφ∗p|s|‖f‖p f ∈ R(Ap) .
The proposition now follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By combining the first inequality in Proposition 11 with Propo-
sition 5, applied with σ = 1/2 and φ∗ = φ∗p, we obtain that m(A) is bounded on R(Ap).
We now estimate the norm of m(A) on R(Ap) by means of Propositions 7. By duality
we may restrict ourselves to the case p > 2. Since cosφ∗p = 2
√
p− 1/p, Lemma 6 applied
first with φ∗ = φ∗p and α = 0, and then with φ
∗ = φ∗p and α = J implies
‖Msmτ‖L∞(R+) . J τ−1pτ/2e−φ
∗
p|s|min
{
1,
( √
p
1 + |s|
)J}
‖m‖φ∗p;J .
By combining the inequality above with Proposition 10, the second estimate in Propo-
sition 11 and (7), we eventually obtain, for any τ ∈ (0, 1),
‖m(A)f‖p . Jτ−1pτ/2p9/4‖m‖φ∗p;J f ∈ R(Ap) .
To conclude the proof of the theorem, just minimize the right–hand side of the inequality
above with respect to τ ∈ (0, 1) and observe that, by Lemma 2,
m(A)f = m(0)P0f +m(A)(I − P0)f , f ∈ L2(Ω, ν) ∩ Lp(Ω, ν) ,
where P0 is a contraction on L
p(Ω, ν) and (I − P0)f ∈ R(Ap). 
As already remarked in the introduction, by combining our results with Cowling’s
subordination theory [13, Section 3], we improve his maximal theorems [13, Theorems
7,8] as follows. For N ∈ N set PN (λ) =
∑N
n=0(−λ)n/n!. For every δ > 0, N ∈ N and
φ ∈ [0, pi/2) define the maximal operators
Mφf = sup
{|Tzf | : z ∈ Sφ} and MφN,δf = sup{|z|−δ |Tzf − PN (zA)f | : z ∈ Sφ} .
Theorem 12. Suppose that 1 < p <∞.
(i) If 0 6 φ < φp, then there exists C = C(φ, p) > 0 such that
‖Mφf‖p 6 C‖f‖p ,
for all f ∈ L2(Ω, ν) ∩ Lp(Ω, ν).
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(ii) If φ = φp, and 1 6 N < δ < N + 1, then there exists C = C(δ, p) > 0 such that
‖MφN,δf‖p 6 C‖Aδf‖p ,
for all f in L2(Ω, ν) such that f and Aδf are in Lp(Ω, ν).
Proof. The proof is exactly as in [13, Theorems 7,8] except that one should instead of
[13, Corollary 1] use Proposition 11. 
The theorem above, together with a standard argument of Stein [47, pp. 72–82],
implies the following result, which is an improvement over [13, Corollaries 2,3].
Corollary 13. Suppose that 1 < p <∞. If either 0 6 φ < φp and f is in Lp(Ω, ν), or
φ = φp, 1 6 N < δ < N + 1 and f,Af, . . . ,A
Nf and Aδf are in Lp(Ω, ν), then Tzf
converges to f pointwise almost everywhere as z tends to 0 in Sφ.
4. The heat-flow method
In this section we illustrate the technique we will utilize for proving the bilinear
embedding in Theorem 9. The exposition will be rather descriptive, aimed at giving
the idea of the proof without dwelling on technical details which will be addressed later.
Fix p ∈ (2,∞) and Q : R4 → R+ which is of class C1. We shall say that the
flow associated with Q (and with A) is regular on Lp(Ω, ν) × Lq(Ω, ν) if for every
f ∈ Lp(Ω, ν), g ∈ Lq(Ω, ν) and φ ∈ (−φp, φp), the function E : [0,∞) 7→ R+, defined by
E(t) =
∫
Ω
Q (Tteiφf, Tte−iφg) dν ,
is continuous on [0,∞), differentiable on (0,∞) with a continuous derivative and
E′(t) =
∫
Ω
∂
∂t
Q(Tteiφf, Tte−iφg) dν . (11)
We are interested in finding a nonnegative function Q ∈ C1(R4), possibly depending
on p and φ, whose corresponding flow admits, for every generator A, the following
properties:
• regularity on Lp × Lq;
• initial value bound, i.e., the existence of A0 = A0(φ, p) > 0 such that
E(0) 6 A0(‖f‖pp + ‖g‖qq) , ∀f ∈ Lp, g ∈ Lq; (12)
• “quantitative monotonicity”, i.e., the existence of B0 = B0(φ, p) > 0 such that
− E′(t) > B0 |〈ATteiφf, Tte−iφg〉| , ∀f ∈ Lp, g ∈ Lq, t > 0. (13)
For if these conditions are fulfilled, then
B0
∫ ∞
0
|〈ATteiφf, Tte−iφg〉| dt 6 −
∫ ∞
0
E′(t) dt 6 E(0) 6 A0(‖f‖pp + ‖g‖qq) .
By replacing f with λf and g with g/λ and minimizing with respect to λ > 0 the
right-hand side of the inequality above, we obtain the bilinear embedding,∫
γφ
|〈ATzf, Tz¯g〉| d|z| 6 C(φ, p)‖f‖p‖g‖q ,
for all f ∈ Lp(Ω, ν) and g ∈ Lq(Ω, ν), where C(φ, p) = q(p− 1)1/pA0/B0.
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Let us elaborate a bit on the conditions above. Write ζ = (ζ1, ζ2), η = (η1, η2) and
define
∂ζ =
1
2
(∂ζ1 − i∂ζ2) and ∂η =
1
2
(∂η1 − i∂η2) .
Suppose that, for ζ, η ∈ R2, the function Q satisfies the following estimates:
0 6 Q(ζ, η) 6 A0 (|ζ|p + |η|q) (14)
and
|(∂ζQ)(ζ, η)| . |ζ|p−1 + |η| and |(∂ηQ)(ζ, η)| . |η|q−1 + |ζ| . (15)
Then (14) and (15) together with Proposition 3 give the regularity on Lp × Lq of the
flow associated with Q. Moreover (14) clearly implies (12).
Now let us turn towards (13). We may expand (11) as
−E′(t) = 2ℜ
∫
Ω
[
eiφ (∂ζQ) (Tteiφf, Tte−iφg)ATteiφf
+ e−iφ (∂ηQ) (Tteiφf, Tte−iφg)ATte−iφg
]
dν .
Thus, condition (13) can be restated as
B0
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
Af · g dν
∣∣∣∣ 6 2ℜ ∫
Ω
(
eiφ(∂ζQ)(f, g)Af + e
−iφ(∂ηQ)(f, g)Ag
)
dν , (16)
for all f ∈ D(Ap), g ∈ D(Aq).
Convexity of Q: The Riemannian case. We are interested in pointwise conditions
on the second order partial derivatives of Q which imply (16). We first consider the
special case when ν = µ is the Riemannian measure on a complete Riemannian manifold
Ω =M and A = ∆ is the nonnegative Laplace–Beltrami operator on M .
If φ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2), set
Oφ =
[
cosφ − sinφ
sinφ cosφ
]
∈ R2,2 and Uφ =
[
Oφ 0
0 O−φ
]
∈ R4,4 . (17)
Suppose for a moment that Q ∈ C2(R4). Let H(Q) denote the Hessian matrix of Q.
Define
Rφ(Q) =
1
2
(
UTφ ·H(Q) +H(Q) · Uφ
)
. (18)
The proof of [48, Theorem 3.5] shows that C∞c (M) is a core for D(∆r) when 1 < r <∞,
so that it suffices to consider (16) for f, g ∈ C∞c (M). Then, an integration by parts on
the right-hand side of (16) gives
2ℜ
∫
M
(
eiφ(∂ζQ)(f, g)∆f + e
−iφ(∂ηQ)(f, g)∆g
)
dµ =
∫
M
Rφ(Q) [(f, g); ( df, dg)] dµ,
where d denotes the differential (there is a small yet obvious abuse of notation as to
the way the identity (5) was used above). We remark that a similar identity is valid
also in the case when ∆ is the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck operator on a Wiener space.
It is from here not difficult to see that we could prove (16) if we had the following
property of Q: there exist B0 = B0(p, φ) > 0 and τ : R
4 → (0,∞) such that for all
ξ ∈ R4 and ω = (ω1, ω2) ∈ R2 ×R2,
Rφ(Q)[ξ;ω] > B0
(
τ(ξ)|ω1|2 + τ(ξ)−1|ω2|2
)
.
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Owing to a theorem by Treil, Volberg and the second author [17, Theorem 2.1], the
inequality above is equivalent to the “weaker” property
Rφ(Q)[ξ;ω]& p,φ |ω1||ω2| . (19)
We can relax the condition Q ∈ C2(R4) by requiring that Q be of class C1 and al-
most everywhere twice differentiable with second-order weak derivatives. Then we can
consider the flow corresponding to a regularization of Q by standard mollifiers (see
Corollaries 17 and 18).
When A is merely a generator of a symmetric contraction semigroup but not a
differential-type operator, it is not so obvious that (19) implies (16). However, this is
actually the case and will be proved in Section 7.
When φ = 0, similar heat-flow techniques corresponding to Bellman functions have
so far been employed in the Euclidean case [43, 41, 18, 19, 20] and recently also in
the Riemannian case [10]. For a different perspective on heat-flow techniques, various
examples and references we refer the reader to the papers by Bennett et al. [4, 5].
Summary. The proof of Theorem 9 reduces to finding for every p > 2 and φ ∈
(−φp, φp) a function Q ∈ C1(R4) such that
(i) 0 6 Q(ζ, η). p,φ|ζ|p + |η|q, ∀ζ, η ∈ R2;
(ii) |(∂ζQ)(ζ, η)| . |ζ|p−1+ |η| and |(∂ηQ)(ζ, η)| . |η|q−1 + |ζ|, ∀ζ, η ∈ R2;
(iii) the function Q is almost everywhere twice differentiable with second-order weak
derivatives and
Rφ(Q)[ξ;ω]& p,φ |ω1||ω2| ,
for almost every ξ ∈ R4 and all ω = (ω1, ω2) ∈ R2 × R2.
It is not an easy matter to find functions Q satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) with “optimal”
constants, even when φ = 0. It turned out [38, 19] that, if φ = 0, we can take for Q
the so-called Nazarov–Treil Bellman function which will be defined in the next section.
We show in this paper that the very same Nazarov–Treil Bellman function satisfies
the condition (iii) in the whole range of φ we are interested in, i.e., (−φp, φp); see
Theorem 15 for the precise statement.
5. Nazarov–Treil Bellman function
In this section we fix p ∈ (2,∞) and ε ∈ (0, 1/2). Set
δ = δ(p, ε) =
2q(q − 1)ε
85
(20)
and define the Nazarov–Treil Bellman function Q : R2 × R2 −→ R+ by
Q(ζ, η) = |ζ|p + |η|q + δ

|ζ|2|η|2−q ; |ζ|p 6 |η|q
2
p
|ζ|p +
(
2
q
− 1
)
|η|q ; |ζ|p > |η|q . (21)
The reasons for the particular choice of δ in (20) will only become apparent later; see
Remark 25.
The origins of Q lie in the paper of F. Nazarov and S. Treil [38]. A modification of
their function was later applied by A. Volberg and the second author in [18, 19]. Here
we use a simplified variant which comprises only two variables. It was introduced in
[20] and used by the present authors in [10]. The function Q above is essentially the
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same as in [20, 10], except for the fact that here δ also depends on a new parameter –
ε.
The construction of the original Nazarov–Treil function in [38] was one of the earliest
examples of the so-called Bellman function technique, which was introduced in harmonic
analysis shortly beforehand by Nazarov, Treil and Volberg [39]. Earlier, the Bellman
functions have implicitly appeared in the work of Burkholder [6], see also [7, 8]. If
interested in the genesis of Bellman functions and the overview of the method, the
reader is also referred to Volberg et al. [40, 53, 38] and Wittwer [54]. The method has
seen a whole series of applications, mostly in Euclidean harmonic analysis.
In the course of the last few years, the Nazarov–Treil function considered here was
found to possess nontrivial properties that reach much beyond the need for which it was
originally constructed in [38]. These properties are used for proving several variants
of the bilinear embedding. For example, such was the case in [19, 20] with general
Schro¨dinger operators. As already mentioned, in the present paper we shall prove
another convexity property of Q (see Theorem 15).
The following result is a direct consequence of the definition of Q.
Proposition 14. The function Q belongs to C1(R4) and is of order C2 everywhere
except on the set Υ0 =
{
(ζ, η) ∈ R2 × R2 : (η = 0) ∨ (|ζ|p = |η|q)} .
For every (ζ, η) ∈ R2 × R2,
0 6 Q(ζ, η) 6 (1 + δ) (|ζ|p + |η|q) ,
and
2 |(∂ζQ)(ζ, η)| 6 (p+ 2δ)max{|ζ|p−1, |η|},
2 |(∂ηQ)(ζ, η)| 6 (q + (2− q)δ)|η|q−1.
Next result is one of the key estimates of the paper and will be proved in Section 6.
Recall that pε, qε and Rφ were defined in (8) and (18), respectively. In particular, by
(5),
Rφ(Q)[ξ;ω] = 〈H(Q)(ξ)ω,Uφω〉R4 .
Theorem 15. For every φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ],
Rφ(Q)[ξ;ω] > 2δ cosφ |ω1||ω2| ,
for all ξ ∈ (R2 × R2) \Υ0 and ω = (ω1, ω2) ∈ R2 × R2.
Remark 16. The special case φ = 0 follows from earlier papers, see [38, Section 8]
and [19, Theorem 3]. Actually, the estimate for φ = 0 was essentially the very purpose
of constructing the prototype of Q in [38].
Regularization of Q. Denote by ∗ convolution in R4, and let (ψr)r>0 be a nonneg-
ative, smooth and compactly supported approximation to the identity in R4. Since
Q ∈ C1(R4) and its second-order partial derivatives exist on R4 \ Υ0 and are locally
integrable in R4,
Rφ(Q ∗ ψr)[ξ;ω] =
∫
R4
Rφ(Q)[ξ − ξ′;ω]ψr(ξ′) dξ′ (22)
for every r > 0, ξ ∈ R4 and every ω = (ω1, ω2) ∈ R2 × R2.
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Corollary 17. For every r > 0 and φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ],
Rφ(Q ∗ ψr)[ξ;ω] > 2δ cosφ|ω1||ω2| , (23)
for all ξ ∈ R4 and every ω = (ω1, ω2) ∈ R2 × R2.
Proof. The corollary immediately follows from (22) and Theorem 15. 
For use later in Section 7 we state the main corollary of Theorem 15. If α, β ∈ C
and φ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2), define Fα,β : C2 → R by the rule
Fα,β(ξ) = 2ℜ
[
eiφα · (∂ζQ)(ξ) + e−iφβ · (∂ηQ)(ξ)
]
. (24)
Corollary 18. Let α, β ∈ C. Then, for every φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ], and all ζ, η ∈ C,
Fα,β(α+ ζ, β + η)− Fα,β(ζ, η) > 2δ cosφ|α||β| .
Proof. For every r > 0, let Fr,α,β be the function defined by replacing Q with Q ∗ψr in
(24). Since Q is C1, one has limr→0+ Fr,α,β(ξ) = Fα,β(ξ) for all ξ ∈ C2. Therefore, it
suffices to prove the lemma with Fα,β replaced by Fr,α,β.
If u = (u1, u2) is a vector in C
2, let us denote by V(u) its real counterpart in R4,
that is,
V(u) = (ℜu1,ℑu1,ℜu2,ℑu2) .
Whit this notation, we have
Fr,α,β(ξ) = 〈Uφ · V(α, β),∇(Q ∗ ψr)(ξ)〉R4 .
Therefore, for all ξ ∈ C2,
〈V(α, β),∇Fr,α,β(ξ)〉R4 = Rφ(Q ∗ ψr)[ξ;V(α, β)].
The result now follows from the mean value theorem and Corollary 17. 
6. Proof of Theorem 15
We shall throughout this section keep in mind that p > 2 and ε ∈ (0, 1/2] are fixed
numbers, that q = p/(p− 1) is the conjugate exponent of p and that pε, qε were defined
in (8). Furthermore, recall that with p, ε as above we introduced δ = δ(p, ε) in (20) and
that the function Q = Qp,ε was defined in (21) by means of these p, δ. Finally, bear in
mind that H(Q) denotes the Hessian matrix of Q, and that, for φ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2), the
matrix function Rφ(Q) was defined in (18). We can write
Rφ(Q) = cosφ ·H(Q) + sinφ · I(Q)
with the matrices H(Q) and I(Q) expressed in the block matrix notation as
H(Q) =
[
H1(Q) H2(Q)
HT2 (Q) H3(Q)
]
and I(Q) =
[
I1(Q) I2(Q)
IT2 (Q) −I3(Q)
]
,
where, in turn, Ij(Q) are 2× 2 real matrices given by
I1(Q) =
[
∂2ζ1ζ2Q
1
2(∂
2
ζ2ζ2
Q− ∂2ζ1ζ1Q)
1
2(∂
2
ζ2ζ2
Q− ∂2ζ1ζ1Q) −∂2ζ1ζ2Q
]
,
I3(Q) =
[
∂2η1η2Q
1
2 (∂
2
η2η2Q− ∂2η1η1Q)
1
2(∂
2
η2η2Q− ∂2η1η1Q) −∂2η1η2Q
]
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and
I2(Q) =
1
2
[
∂2ζ2η1Q− ∂2ζ1η2Q ∂2ζ1η1Q+ ∂2ζ2η2Q
−∂2ζ1η1Q− ∂2ζ2η2Q ∂2ζ2η1Q− ∂2ζ1η2Q
]
.
Proving Theorem 15 requires several steps. Given ξ ∈ (R2 × R2) \ Υ0 and ω =
(ω1, ω2) ∈ R2 × R2, we have
(cosφ)−1Rφ(Q) [ξ;ω] =
〈(
H1(Q) + tanφ · I1(Q)
)
(ξ)ω1, ω1
〉
R2
+ 2
〈(
H2(Q) + tanφ · I2(Q)
)
(ξ)ω1, ω2
〉
R2
+
〈(
H3(Q)− tanφ · I3(Q)
)
(ξ)ω2, ω2
〉
R2
.
(25)
We shall split the region (R2 × R2)\Υ0 into a “good” and a “bad” part as
Ωg =
{
(ζ, η) ∈ R2 × R2 : |ζ|p > |η|q > 0} and Ωb = {(ζ, η) ∈ R2 × R2 : |ζ|p < |η|q} .
In both regions above we estimate the three terms on the right-hand side of (25) one by
one. The obtained results will be summarized in Propositions 20 and 24, respectively,
and Theorem 15 will then follow by combining them.
Power functions. Define, for v ∈ R2 and r > 1,
Fr(v) = |v|r .
The Nazarov–Treil function Q essentially comprises three tensor products of power
functions, namely Fp ⊗ 1, 1 ⊗ Fq and F2 ⊗ F2−q. Our goal is to study the quadratic
form on R4 generated by the matrix H(Q)Uφ, with Uφ as in (17). We have, for example,
H(Fp ⊗ 1)Uφ =
[
H(Fp)Oφ
]⊕ 0. Hence it is useful to understand first the properties of
the quadratic forms on R2 induced by the matrices H(Fr)Oφ, r > 1. They have been
earlier studied by Bakry [3]. Define
Sr,φ(v) =
1
2
(
H(Fr)(v)Oφ + O−φH(Fr)(v)
)
.
A calculation shows that
Sr,φ(v) = r|v|r−2 cosφ ·Dr,φ(v) ,
where
Dr,φ(v) =
r
2
(
I2 +
1− 2/r
cosφ
K(2ϕ− φ)
)
with
K(α) =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
O−α =
[
cosα sinα
sinα − cosα
]
,
and ϕ being the polar angle of v.
Lemma 19 ([3]). Let φ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2) and r > 1. For every v ∈ R2\{0}, the matrix
Dr,φ(v) induces a positive semidefinite quadratic form on R
2 if and only if |φ| 6 φr.
Proof. Note that trDr,φ(v) = r > 0 and detDr,φ(v) = (r/2)
2[1− (cosφr/ cosφ)2],
which is nonnegative if and only if |φ| 6 φr. 
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In the continuation we use Lemma 19 for estimating the terms in (25). We also need
the following identities which can be easily deduced from the very definition of Dr,φ.
Dp,φ(v) = εI2 + (1− ε)Dpε,φ(v) , (26)
Dq,φ(v) = ε(q − 1)I2 + [1− ε(q − 1)]Dqε,φ(v) , (27)
(2− q)D2−q,φ(v) = −2(q − 1)I2 + qDq,φ(v) . (28)
Proposition 20. For all ξ ∈ Ωg, ω = (ω1, ω2) ∈ R2 × R2 and φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ] we have
Rφ(Q)[ξ;ω] > 2δ cosφ|ω1||ω2| .
Proof. First note that in the region Ωg we have H2(Q) = I2(Q) = 0. As for the other
blocks on the right-hand side of (25),
(H1(Q) + tan φ · I1(Q)) (ζ, η) = (p + 2δ)|ζ|p−2Dp,φ(ζ)
(H3(Q)− tan φ · I3(Q)) (ζ, η) = (q + (2− q)δ)|η|q−2Dq,−φ(η) .
By Lemma 19, the quadratic forms Dpε,φ(ζ) and Dqε,−φ(η) are positive semidefinite,
because |φ| 6 φpε = φqε by assumption. Therefore, by (26) and (27),
(H1(Q) + tanφ · I1(Q)) (ζ, η) > εp|ζ|p−2I2
(H3(Q)− tanφ · I3(Q)) (ζ, η) > ε(q − 1)q|η|q−2I2 .
It follows from (25) that
Rφ(Q)[ξ;ω] > cosφ
(
εp|ζ|p−2|ω1|2 + εq(q − 1)|η|q−2|ω2|2
)
.
Since in Ωg one has that |η|q−2 > |ζ|2−p, we can at this point quickly finish the proof. 
We now estimate the terms on the right-hand side of (25) in the bad region Ωb.
Define
G(ζ, η) = |ζ|p + |η|q and H(ζ, η) = |ζ|2|η|2−q ,
so that in Ωb we have
Q = G+ δH . (29)
Lemma 21. For every ξ = (ζ, η) ∈ Ωb, ω1 ∈ R2 and φ ∈ [−φp, φp] one has〈(
H1(Q) + tan φ · I1(Q)
)
(ξ)ω1, ω1
〉
R2
> 2δ|η|2−q |ω1|2 .
Proof. We have (
H1(G) + tan φ · I1(G)
)
(ζ, η) = p|ζ|p−2Dp,φ(ζ)
as well as
H1(H)(ζ, η) = 2|η|2−qI2 and I1(H)(ζ, η) = 0 .
The required estimate now follows from (29) and Lemma 19. 
Lemma 22. For every ξ ∈ Ωb, ω1, ω2 ∈ R2 and φ ∈ [−φp, φp] one has〈(
H2(Q) + tan φ · I2(Q)
)
(ξ)ω1, ω2
〉
R2
> −8δ|ω1||ω2| .
Proof. Observe that H2(Q) + tan φ · I2(Q) = δ(H2(H) + tanφ · I2(H)). Since(
∂2ζiηjH
)
(ζ, η) = 2(2 − q)ζiηj|η|−q,
the absolute values of the entries of H2(H) and I2(H) are uniformly bounded in Ωb by
2(2− q). Consequently,〈(
H2(Q) + tanφ · I2(Q)
)
(ξ)ω1, ω2
〉
R2
> −4δ(2 − q)(1 + | tan φ|)|ω1||ω2| .
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We can now use the assumption on φ and estimate
(2− q)(1 + | tan φ|) 6 (2− q)(1 + tan φp) = 2− q + 2√
p− 1 < 2 .
This finishes the proof of Lemma 22. 
Lemma 23. For every ξ = (ζ, η) ∈ Ωb, ω2 ∈ R2 and φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ],〈(
H3(Q)− tanφ · I3(Q)
)
(ξ)ω2, ω2
〉
R2
>
81
2
δ|η|q−2|ω2|2 .
Proof. We start by writing
(H3(G)− tan φ · I3(G))(ζ, η) = q|η|q−2Dq,−φ(η) , (30)
(H3(H)− tanφ · I3(H)) (ζ, η) = (2− q)|ζ|2|η|−qD2−q,−φ(η) .
Since the determinant of the matrix D2−q,−φ(η) is negative, we consider two cases.
Case 1: Suppose that 〈D2−q,−φ(η)ω2, ω2〉R2 > 0. Then from (29), (30) and (27) we
get
〈(H3(Q)− tanφ · I3(Q))(ζ, η)ω2, ω2〉R2 > 〈(H3(G)− tan φ · I3(G))(ζ, η)ω2, ω2〉R2
= q(q − 1)ε|η|q−2|ω2|2 + q[1− ε(q − 1)]|η|q−2 〈Dqε,−φ(η)ω2, ω2〉R2 .
The required estimate now follows since the last term in the right-hand side is nonneg-
ative by Lemma 19, because |φ| 6 φpε = φqε .
Case 2: Suppose that 〈D2−q,−φ(η)ω2, ω2〉R2 6 0. Since in Ωb we have |ζ|2 < |η|2q−2,
identities (29), (30) imply
〈(H3(Q)− tan φ · I3(Q))(ζ, η)ω2, ω2〉R2
> |η|q−2 (q 〈Dq,−φ(η)ω2, ω2〉R2 + δ(2 − q) 〈D2−q,−φ(η)ω2, ω2〉R2) .
From (28) we get
qDq,−φ(η) + δ(2 − q)D2−q,−φ(η) = q(δ + 1)Dq,−φ(η) − 2δ(q − 1)I2 .
By Lemma 19 the quadratic form Dqε,φ(η) is nonnegative, because |φ| 6 φpε = φqε .
Therefore, it follows from (27) and from the definition of δ (20) that
〈(H3(Q)− tanφ · I3(Q))(ζ, η)ω2, ω2〉R2 > (q(q − 1)ε(δ + 1)− 2δ(q − 1)) |η|q−2|ω2|2
>
81
2
δ|η|q−2|ω2|2 ,
which concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Proposition 24. For all ξ ∈ Ωb, ω = (ω1, ω2) ∈ R2 × R2 and φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ] we have
Rφ(Q)[ξ;ω] > 2δ cosφ |ω1||ω2| .
Proof. Combine (25) with Lemmas 21, 22 and 23. 
Remark 25. Let us explain why δ was chosen in (20) the way it was.
By taking for δ a number of the form Dq(q − 1)ε for some ε > 0 to be determined,
the proofs of Lemmas 21 and 22 would not change at all, while in Lemma 23 we would
get 〈 · 〉 > (1/D − 2)δ|η|q−2|ω2|2 , and consequently in Proposition 24 we would get
Rφ(Q)[ξ;ω] > (2
√
2/D − 4− 16︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
)δ cosφ |ω1||ω2| .
If we want (∗) to equal 2, we must choose D = 2/85.
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7. Proof of Theorem 9
Fix p ∈ (2,∞), ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and define δ and Q as in (20) and (21). In order to prove
the bilinear embedding we apply the heat-flow method that we described in Section 4.
The pointwise estimates of Q and its partial derivatives (see Proposition 14) in par-
ticular imply that Q satisfies (14) and (15), so that the associated flow E is regular on
Lp(Ω, ν)× Lq(Ω, ν). Moreover, E satisfies (12) with A0 = 1+ δ, for all φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ].
Therefore, what is left to prove is that E satisfies (13) or, equivalently, that A satisfies
(16) for an appropriate B0 > 0. In this section (see Corollary 33) we shall prove that
(16) holds with B0 = 2δ cosφ, for any φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ]; Theorem 9 will follow immedi-
ately.
We first consider the special case when A is the heat generator on the two-point
space, i.e.,
A = G =
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
acting on C2 = L∞({a, b}, νa,b), where νa,b = (δa + δb)/2. It is easy to see that G
generates a symmetric contraction semigroup on ({a, b}, νa,b), e.g. [30, Example 1].
Proposition 26. For all φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ] and every f, g : {a, b} → C,
2δ cosφ
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
{a,b}
Gf · g dνa,b
∣∣∣∣∣ 6 2ℜ
∫
{a,b}
(
eiφ(∂ζQ)(f, g)Gf + e
−iφ(∂ηQ)(f, g)Gg
)
dνa,b.
Proof. Since for every u, v : {a, b} → C one has∫
{a,b}
Gu · v dνa,b = 1
2
(u(a)− u(b)) (v(a) − v(b)) ,
the proposition follows from Corollary 18 applied with α = f(a)−f(b), β = g(a)−g(b),
ζ = f(b) and η = g(b). 
The general case. The idea of proving (16) in the general case is to verify first a
version of (16) with A replaced by (I − Tt)/t, for all t > 0. This is the content of
Proposition 30 below. In order to take advantage of the Bellman function’s properties,
we suitably decompose I−Tt into a sum of two operators which we then tame separately.
At the end we pass to the limit as t→ 0.
Before proceeding to Proposition 30 we need a “representation formula” for sym-
metric contractions (see Lemma 29 below), which is a refined version of that used in
[42, Theorem 3.9] for proving Proposition 3 in the case of sub-Markovian semigroups.
For the purpose of stating the representation formula we introduce a bit of notation
and recall a few known results concerning the linear modulus of an operator and the
Gelfand transform.
Definition 27. A bounded self-adjoint operator T on L2(Ω, ν) is said to be a symmetric
contraction on (Ω, ν) if for all p ∈ [1,∞] and f ∈ L2(Ω, ν) ∩ Lp(Ω, ν),
‖Tf‖p 6 ‖f‖p .
We say T is sub-Markovian if, in addition, Tf > 0 whenever f ∈ L2(Ω, ν) and f > 0.
A sub-Markovian operator T such that T1 = 1 is called Markovian.
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Following [11] and [29], denote by P the family of all finite measurable partitions of
Ω, partially ordered in the usual way, i.e., pi 6 pi′ if and only if pi′ is a refinement of pi.
If T is a symmetric contraction on (Ω, ν), pi = {B1, . . . , Bn}, and f ∈ L1(Ω, ν), set
Tpif =
n∑
j=1
|T (fχBj)|.
Next result was proven in [11] and [50, Lemma 3.4], see also [29, Theorems 4.1.2, 4.1.3].
Lemma 28. Suppose that T is a symmetric contraction on (Ω, ν). Then there exists
a unique sub-Markovian operator T on (Ω, ν) with the following properties:
(a) the operator norms of T and T on L1(Ω, ν) are equal;
(b) |Tf | 6 T|f | whenever f ∈ Lr(Ω, ν) and 1 6 r 6∞.
When f ∈ L1(Ω, ν) and f > 0, one has that
(c) Tf = sup
{|Tg| : g ∈ L1(Ω, ν), |g| 6 f};
(d) Tf = limpi∈PTpif in L
1(Ω, ν).
The operator T is called linear modulus of T .
Gelfand theory. Let us, for the reader’s convenience, briefly summarize a few basic
facts about the Gelfand theory we will need in the continuation. They are taken from
[49, Chapter 1] and [44, Chapter 11].
Suppose that ν(Ω) <∞. Denote by Ω̂ the maximal ideal space of the commutative
unital C∗-algebra L∞(Ω, ν). The Gelfand isomorphism F : L∞(Ω, ν) → C(Ω̂) is given
by (Ff)(x) = x(f). We have the identities F(fg) = Ff · Fg, Ff = Ff¯ and F(|f |r) =
|Ff |r for all r ∈ [1,∞). We will often write Ff = fˆ and F−1ϕ = ϕˇ. Since Ω̂ is a compact
Hausdorff space, by the Riesz representation theorem, the measure ν is transported to
a positive Radon measure νˆ on Ω̂ such that∫
Ω
f dν =
∫
Ω̂
fˆ dνˆ (31)
for all f ∈ L∞(Ω, ν). Moreover, every f ∈ L∞(Ω̂, νˆ) has a representative in C(Ω̂), so
that L∞(Ω̂, νˆ) and C(Ω̂) coincide as Banach spaces. It follows that, if T is a symmetric
contraction on (Ω, ν), with ν(Ω) <∞, then FTF−1 extends to a symmetric contraction
on (Ω̂, νˆ) which leaves C(Ω̂) invariant.
If f and g belong to L∞(Ω, ν), then we denote by f̂ ⊗ ĝ the continuous function
on Ω̂ × Ω̂ mapping (x, y) 7→ f̂(x)ĝ(y). We denote by E the subspace of C(Ω̂ × Ω̂)
comprising all real functions of the form h =
∑n
j=1 f̂j ⊗ ĝj . If h ∈ E and y ∈ Ω̂,
then we set hy = h(·, y). We say that a complex measure µ on Ω̂ × Ω̂ is symmetric if
dµ(y, x) = dµ(x, y).
Lemma 29. Suppose that ν(Ω) < ∞. Then for every symmetric contraction T on
(Ω, ν) there exists a complex symmetric Radon measure mT on Ω̂×Ω̂ with the following
properties:
(i) for all f, g ∈ L∞(Ω, ν),
〈Tf, g〉 =
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
fˆ ⊗ gˆ dmT ;
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(ii) if T denotes the linear modulus of T , then mT coincides with the total variation
of mT . In particular, for all f, g ∈ L∞(Ω, ν),
〈Tf, g〉 =
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
fˆ ⊗ gˆ d|mT | .
Proof. Part (i) can be proven by appropriately modifying the proof of [22, Lemma 1.4.1]
(see also [42, pp. 90–91]). We omit the details.
Now let us turn towards (ii). By Lemma 28 (b) and the identity |Fϕ| = F|ϕ|, for all
ϕ ∈ C(Ω̂) and every x ∈ Ω̂ one has that∣∣(FTF−1ϕ)(x)∣∣ 6 (FTF−1|ϕ|)(x) . (32)
Let h =
∑n
j=1 f̂j ⊗ ĝj ∈ E. Suppose first that h > 0. Then it follows from item (i),
(31) and (32) that
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
h dmT
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ ∫
Ω̂
n∑
j=1
(FTF−1f̂j)(x)ĝj(x) dνˆ(x)
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω̂
(FTF−1hx)(x) dνˆ(x)
∣∣∣∣
6
∫
Ω̂
n∑
j=1
(FTF−1hx)(x) dνˆ(x) (33)
=
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
h dmT .
Suppose now that h is real-valued, but not necessarily of constant sign. Following
[42, p. 91], consider a sequence of polynomials Pn such that Pn(t) > 0 for all t ∈
[−1, 1] and Pn(t) → |t| uniformly for t ∈ [−1, 1]. In particular, for all n ∈ N we have
Pn(h/‖h‖∞) > 0. Therefore, by (33),
1
‖h‖∞
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
|h|dmT
∣∣∣∣ = limn→∞
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
Pn(h/‖h‖∞) dmT
∣∣∣∣
6 lim
n→∞
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
Pn(h/‖h‖∞) dmT
=
1
‖h‖∞
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
|h|dmT.
Since E is dense in C(Ω̂× Ω̂;R), we obtain
|mT | 6 mT. (34)
Fix f, g ∈ L∞(Ω, ν), f, g > 0, and ε > 0. According to Lemma 28 (d), there exists a
partition pi = {B1, . . . , Bn} of Ω such that
〈Tf, g〉 6
n∑
j=1
∫
Ω
|T (χBjf)|g dν + ε .
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From item (i) and the fact that F is an isomorphism of algebras we get∫
Ω
n∑
j=1
|T (χBjf)|g dν =
∫
Ω
n∑
j=1
T (χBjf)
T (χBjf)
|T (χBjf)|
g dν
=
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
n∑
j=1
F(χBj )(x)F(f)(x)F
(
T (χBjf)
|T (χBjf)|
g
)
(y) dmT (x, y)
6
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
F
 n∑
j=1
χBj
 (x)F(f)(x)F(g)(y) d|mT |(x, y)
=
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
fˆ ⊗ gˆ d|mT |.
It follows that for all nonnegative f, g ∈ L∞(Ω, ν),∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
fˆ ⊗ gˆ dmT = 〈Tf, g〉 6
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
fˆ ⊗ gˆ d|mT | . (35)
By combining (34) with (35), we obtain∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
hdmT =
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
hd|mT |
for all h ∈ E, and the density of E in C(Ω̂× Ω̂;R) implies item (ii).
The symmetry of mT follows from the operator T being self-adjoint. 
Proposition 30. Let p ∈ (2,∞) and ε ∈ (0, 1/2). Define δ and Q as in (20) and (21)
respectively. Suppose that T is a symmetric contraction on a σ-finite measure space
(Ω, ν). Then, for every φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ], f ∈ Lp(Ω, ν) and g ∈ Lq(Ω, ν),
2δ cosφ
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
(I − T )(f)g dν
∣∣∣∣
6 2ℜ
∫
Ω
[
eiφ(∂ζQ)(f, g)(I − T )(f) + e−iφ(∂ηQ)(f, g)(I − T )(g)
]
dν .
Proof. First we show that it suffices to prove the proposition in the case when f, g are
bounded and supported in sets of finite measure. Indeed, suppose that f ∈ Lp(Ω, ν)
and g ∈ Lq(Ω, ν) and consider sequences (sn) and (tn) of simple functions supported
in sets of finite measure, converging a.e. to f and g, respectively, and such that |sn| 6
|f |, |tn| 6 |g|. By Proposition 14, |(∂ζQ)(sn, tn)|. max{|f |p−1, |g|} ∈ Lq(Ω, ν) and
|(∂ηQ)(sn, tn)|. |g|q−1 ∈ Lp(Ω, ν). Consequently, assuming that the proposition holds
for all pairs sn, tn, the dominated convergence theorem and Lemma 28 (b) show that
it then also holds for f, g.
As in [42, proof of Theorem 3.9], we may further assume that ν(Ω) <∞. Indeed, if
this is not the case, then we can replace Ω with Ω0 = (supp f) ∪ (supp g) and T with
χΩ0TχΩ0 , which is a symmetric contraction on (Ω0, ν).
Therefore, from now on we assume that ν(Ω) <∞ and f, g ∈ L∞(Ω, ν).
Recall that T denotes the linear modulus of T . We begin by splitting
2ℜ
∫
Ω
[
eiφ(∂ζQ)(f, g)(I − T )(f) + e−iφ(∂ηQ)(f, g)(I − T )(g)
]
dν = I1 + I2
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where
I1 =
∫
Ω
(1−T(1))2ℜ
[
eiφ(∂ζQ)(f, g)f + e
−iφ(∂ηQ)(f, g)g
]
dν,
I2 =
∫
Ω
2ℜ
[
eiφ(∂ζQ)(f, g)(T(1)I − T )f + e−iφ(∂ηQ)(f, g)(T(1)I − T )g
]
dν .
We first estimate I1. An easy computation shows that
2(∂ζQ)(f, g)f > p|f |p and 2(∂ηQ)(f, g)g > q|g|q.
Since 1−T(1) > 0 and p|f |p + q|g|q > p1/pq1/q|f ||g| > 2δ|f ||g|, it follows that
I1 >
∫
Ω
(1−T(1)) cos φ(p|f |p + q|g|q) dν > 2δ cosφ
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
(1−T(1))fg dν
∣∣∣∣ . (36)
We now estimate I2. Write
I2 = ℜ
(
eiφK1 + e
−iφK2
)
, (37)
where
K1 = 2
∫
Ω
[T(1)f − Tf ] (∂ζQ)(f, g) dν and K2 = 2
∫
Ω
[T(1)g − Tg] (∂ηQ)(f, g) dν .
Let mT and mT be the two measures given by Lemma 29. By the polar decomposition,
there exists a measurable function k : Ω̂× Ω̂→ C such that |k(x, y)| = 1 for all x, y ∈ Ω̂
and dmT = k d|mT | = k dmT . From the definition of Q and the properties of the
Gelfand isomorphism F, it follows that F[(∂ζQ)(f, g)] = (∂ζQ)(fˆ , gˆ). Hence Lemma 29
implies that
K1 = 2
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
(
fˆ(y)− fˆ(x)k(x, y)
)
(∂ζQ)
(
fˆ(y), gˆ(y)
)
d|mT |(x, y) .
Since mT is symmetric, |mT | is symmetric and k(y, x) = k(x, y). Consequently,
K1 =
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
(
fˆ(y)− fˆ(x)k(x, y)
)
(∂ζQ)
(
fˆ(y), gˆ(y)
)
d|mT |(x, y)
+
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
(
fˆ(x)− fˆ(y)k(x, y)
)
(∂ζQ)
(
fˆ(x), gˆ(x)
)
d|mT |(x, y) .
It follows from the very definition of Q that for every w ∈ C with |w| = 1,
w (∂ζQ)(ζ, η) = (∂ζQ)(wζ, η) = (∂ζQ)(wζ,wη) .
Since |k(x, y)| = 1, we can continue with
K1 =
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
[
(∂ζQ)
(
fˆ(y), gˆ(y)
)
− (∂ζQ)
(
k(x, y)fˆ(x), k(x, y)gˆ(x)
)]
×
[
fˆ(y)− fˆ(x)k(x, y)
]
d|mT |(x, y) .
In the same way we derive the analogue of the identity above for K2:
K2 =
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
[
(∂ηQ)
(
fˆ(y), gˆ(y)
)
− (∂ηQ)
(
k(x, y)fˆ(x), k(x, y)gˆ(x)
)]
× [gˆ(y)− gˆ(x)k(x, y)] d|mT |(x, y) .
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At this point we use (37) and apply Corollary 18 with
α = fˆ(y)− fˆ(x)k(x, y) ζ = fˆ(x)k(x, y)
β = gˆ(y)− gˆ(x)k(x, y) η = gˆ(x)k(x, y) .
It follows that
2I2
2δ cosφ
>
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
∣∣∣fˆ(y)− fˆ(x)k(x, y)∣∣∣ |gˆ(y)− gˆ(x)k(x, y)| d|mT |(x, y)
>
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
(
fˆ(y)− fˆ(x)k(x, y)
) (
gˆ(y)− gˆ(x)k(x, y)
)
d|mT |(x, y)
∣∣∣∣
= 2
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
fˆ(y)gˆ(y) d|mT |(x, y) −
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
fˆ(x)gˆ(y) dmT (x, y)
∣∣∣∣
= 2
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
T(1)fg dν −
∫
Ω
T (f)g dν
∣∣∣∣ .
We proved that
I2 > 2δ cosφ
∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
(T(1)I − T ) (f)g dν
∣∣∣∣ . (38)
The proposition now follows by combining (36) with (38). 
Remark 31. Observe that in the preceding proof the crucial property of Q, summa-
rized in Theorem 15, was applied through Corollary 18, and was needed in order to
estimate the term I2. That term was also where the Gelfand transform and Lemma 29
were applied.
Remark 32. Suppose that ν(Ω) < ∞ and that T is Markovian. Then T = T , the
measure mT is positive and symmetric and Lemma 29 gives∫
Ω
(I − T )(u)v dν =
∫
Ω̂×Ω̂
(∫
{x,y}
Guˆ · vˆ dνx,y
)
dmT (x, y),
for all u, v ∈ L∞(Ω, ν). Therefore, in this case, Proposition 30 immediately follows
from Proposition 26.
As discussed at the beginning of this section, Theorem 9 (bilinear embedding) will
follow once we confirm the next corollary.
Corollary 33. Let p ∈ (2,∞) and ε ∈ (0, 1/2). Define δ and Q as in (20) and (21),
respectively. For all f ∈ D(Ap), g ∈ D(Aq) and every φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ], inequality (16)
holds with B0 = 2δ cosφ.
Proof. Since (Tt)t>0 is a symmetric contraction semigroup and, by Proposition 14,
(∂ζQ)(f, g) ∈ Lq(Ω, ν) and (∂ηQ)(f, g) ∈ Lp(Ω, ν), the corollary follows from applying
Proposition 30 with Tt in place of T , dividing by t both sides of the ensuing inequality
and passing to the limit as t→ 0. 
Remark 34. In order to apply the heat-flow argument of Section 4 we used Proposi-
tion 3. However, Corollary 33 immediately gives a different proof of this result. Indeed,
by Corollary 33 applied with g = 0,
ℜ
∫
Ω
eiφ(∂ζQ)(f, 0)Af dν > 0
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for all f ∈ D(Ap) and φ ∈ [−φpε , φpε ]. Since (∂ζQ)(ζ, 0) = (p + 2δ)ζ |ζ|p−2 for any
ζ ∈ C, and φpε → φp as ε → 0, the inequality above can be rewritten as the sectorial
inequality ∣∣∣∣ℑ ∫
Ω
Apf · f |f |p−2 dν
∣∣∣∣ 6 cotφp · ℜ ∫
Ω
Apf · f |f |p−2 dν ,
which is well known to be equivalent to Proposition 3. 
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